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Today’s Work Session 
» Overview of Public Passenger Vehicle 

(PPV) Regulations in Eugene 

» New  Technologies & Models 

» Proposed Code Changes 

» Possible Next Steps 

» Questions, Discussion, & Direction 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today, Laura and I will take you on a short, but informative journey into the topic of public passenger vehicles in Eugene.  Our goal today is to provide you with a brief overview of the history and regulatory framework of public passenger vehicles in Eugene and Springfield, introduce you to some of the new technologies that have emerged and how they relate to our current regulations and our plan and next steps for how we can ensure Eugene, and Springfield codes and rules can adapt to new technologies while maintaining safety and support of both existing and new businesses in our region.Overview of what we will cover todayBrief history and high level review of code/administrative ruleDescribe new technologies that have emerged in this industry – how they work and how they relate to our current regulationShare proposed code changes



1928: Eugene’s first PPV 
Ordinance 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While we promise not to take you on too long of a journey, we did think you’d be as interested as we were in the origins of public passenger vehicle regulations in this community.  First ordinance (that I could find) regulating “taxi cabs and vehicles for hire” was passed by the Eugene Council in 1928 - provided for the licensing of each taxi service and for a permit for drivers for hire - not a lot of information about what brought about this ordinance – although it does mention downtown parking congestion as an issueand while it seems like a long time ago, the first documentation of regulations around public vehicles for hire is found in London in 1605For 409 years, public passenger vehicles have been a part of human culture, and a significant part of our transportation inventory.Today we have regulations in Eugene in Eugene and Springfield that are designed to ensure that the public safety is protected, the public needs are met, and the public convenience is promoted. These regulations serve to provide a safety net for the protection of users. And hereeeeees Laura.



Public Passenger Vehicles 
(PPV) 

Taxis Shuttles Horse-
Drawn 
Carriages 

Pedal 
Vehicles 

Any vehicle used for the transportation of passengers for hire 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Going to talk briefly about our current PPV regulations and what they coverDescribe some of the new technologies that have emerged in this industry – how they work and how they relate to our current regulationsFinally present the proposed code change for your considerationToday our PPV regulations cover any vehicle used for the transportation of passengers for hire – including taxis, shuttles, horse-drawn carriages, and with recent adjustments to the rule, pedal powered passenger vehicles



PPV Regulations 

City Code 

•Definitions 

• License Requirements 

•Maximum Rate Posting 

• Screening Requirements  

• Fare Requirements  

•Administrative Rules 

Administrative 
Rules 

•Application Process 

•Vehicle Requirements 

• Insurance 

• Permit 

• Inspection & 
Maintenance 

• Markings, Color, and 
Equipment 

• Driver Requirements 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Local PPV regulations live in two areas – the city code and administrative rulesThe City code provides broad definition PPVs and establishes the licensing requirement, screening requirements, fare charging requirements and requires adoption of Administrative rules. The code also requires that any PPV serving the Airport be authorized by the City.Most of the details of our PPV regulations are found in the administrative rules. The rules describe the driver application process, insurance requirements, and vehicle requirements.For example, this is where we require: - PPV companies to maintain the minimum insurance coverage outlined by state statute  - vehicles to be inspected every six months and have safety equipment like seat belts and a fire extinguisher - vehicles to be marked with the company name and permit number - drivers to be certified through the City which includes submitting an application for a criminal history and driving record checkThe Admin rules provide specific regulations for the different types of PPVs described previously. Often it is new innovations – like the recently introduced pedal-vehicles – that reveals the need to make revisions to the admin rules. In that case, a new type of PPV was added to rules – allowing a new PPV business to open in our community without compromising safety standards.So, as noted, we have updated the administrative rules as new types of PPVs have appeared – The Code, however, has not been changed since 1992.



New PPV Technology 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since that time – there have been some changes to the PPV industry – especially in the technology that is available to help connect drivers and riders.A number of smartphone applications have emerged that can directly connect PPV drivers with passengers for the purpose of dispatching rides and charging faresThis slide shows just a few examples – including the local Oregon Taxi app that has recently been developed in our community



Passenger requests ride 
using smartphone app 

Driver accepts ride 
request 

Driver picks up passenger 
and provides ride 

Fare charged electronically, 
opportunity to rate driver 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Illustrate just briefly how these new technologies generally workInstead of calling into a central dispatch office, prospective passengers download app, set-up account (some require credit card)You can input your location based on your GPS coordinates, and add your destination if you need a price estimate. Most will show a map of vehicles that are available and tell you how close the nearest ride is in minutes. With some models you also get the name of your driver, their overall rating, they type of car they are driving and its license plate numberThe nearest driver who accepts the request is dispatched based on their GPS locationOnce the ride is complete - fare is charged – for some, it is completely electronic exchange, no cash involved, others may have a cash optionMany systems provide an option to rate the experience – and often these ratings are shared with other app users



New Business Models 
» Drivers use their own 

car to provide ride 

» Drivers are paid a 
percentage of the fare 
by the PPV company 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to the new technology, there are new business models that use this technology to allow drivers to use their own car to provide rides. You may have heard of Uber – but others include lyft, and side-car.Each has a little bit different take on the idea – but essentially the same in that they connect drivers using their own vehicles to riders through an app, the company collects the fee, and the drivers are paid a percentage



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again – it is a similar process in that the rider provides their location via a smartphone app, an available driver can accept the ride, and the payment process is done electronically.The insurance coverage for these types of drivers is different than traditional PPV companies that insure their entire fleet. According to their fact sheet, Uber drivers are required to have their own personal vehicle insurance, but as soon as they accept a ride request the company's commercial insurance coverage goes into effect until the passenger is dropped off.



New Technology and Eugene Code 

» Fits within current 
PPV definition 

» No cap on number 
of licenses 

» Promotes public 
convenience 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similar to many other communities – including our neighbors to the north in Salem, our current code wasn’t written with these new models or technologies in mind(according to website operating in over 120 cities in US)Even so, our current code does provide a broad definition of PPVsCity Attorney’s office reviewed how these models work, determined they fit within that definition and can be included in itAnd  unlike larger cities like Portland or Seattle, we do not have a cap on the number of licenses available – so there is no barrier to entry into the market, and the new technologies offer community members a convenient transportation optionSome areas of the code and the administrative rules could be updated to better align with new technology



Proposed Code Change 

Subsection (6) of Section 3.345  

The actual fare charged for each trip by a 
taxicab shall not exceed the higher of 
either: 

(a) The meter calculated rate, including authorized and 
posted surcharges, or 

(b) The minimum fare as posted on the interior and exterior 
of the vehicle., or  

(c) The smartphone application calculated rate, 
including displayed and passenger-confirmed 
surcharges.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To that end we are bringing a proposed code change to you today that would more clearly authorize the new technologies that have developed in the PPV industryThe proposed code change for consideration and a possible public hearing would simply add smartphone applications as a means of calculating a fare charge – which is currently limited to a meter calculated rate or a minimum fare that is posted on the interior and exterior of the car. If this code change were to move forward – we would also review and seek public input on updates to administrative rules – these updates would be aimed at removing barriers to new technology but also maintaining important health and safety requirementsToday, however, we are focused on a relatively small change to the code that would allow all PPVs to take advantage of new technology and that would help ensure they could be licensed and operating by the same rules.The change could also send a positive message about Eugene as a community that is open to new innovationsBut most importantly, it would ensure that we are maintaining community safety standards



Next Steps 
» Direction from Council 

˃ Public Hearing on Proposed Code Changes 

˃ If Approved – Administrative Rule Review 

˃ Gather input from stakeholders and public 

˃ Update Administrative Rules 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next steps include getting direction from the Council today about scheduling a public hearing on this proposed changeIf the change was to move forward, staff would begin a review of the admin rules, which would include gathering input from stakeholders and the public, before finalizing any updates to the rules



Questions, 
Discussion, 
Direction 

City Council Work Session 

November 19, 2014 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We look forward to your discussion
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